These Instructions Must be Read by the User Before
Using the Electric Screwdriver

The power tools must be operated correctly according to the
manufacturer's or owner's operating instructions, which are
available on request if required
CHECK that all persons and animals are clear of the work area
Loose clothing, sleeves etc should be avoided. Long hair
should be tied back. Wear overalls wherever possible
Wear personal protective equipment as necessary; safety
goggles or glasses when there is danger of flying debris
CHECK that the screwdriver bits supplied by the Hire
Company are of the specified type, size and are in good
condition
CHECK before starting that the material to be worked on is
securely held or clamped
CHECK that there are no nails, staples etc in the wood that
could jam or damage the tool
DO NOT use the bit if it becomes broken or chipped. Remove
it and replace it with a new one
Isolate the power supply before replacing a bit or before
making adjustments to the tool
When operating the power tool hold it firmly with both hands
using the correct handles and stand firmly on both feet

DO NOT force the tool. An even pressure reduces the chances
of an accident due to jamming or breakage of the bit
DO NOT carry the tool with your fingers on the trigger or
button
ALWAYS use the carrying holster provided when moving
around
DO NOT leave the tool unattended without switching off
Vibration from the tool can cause ‘VIBRATION WHITE
FINGER’ and eventually other damage to hands and arms.
Keep your hands warm at all times. Gloves can reduce
vibration. If your hands start to feel numb, stop work and
exercise your fingers to restore circulation. Limit your time
using the tool as much as possible.
CHECK regularly that all ventilation grills or holes on motor
housings are clear and free from dirt.
DO NOT use electrical tools in damp, wet or flammable
conditions.
If the automatic cut-out operates, allow the motor to cool
before re-starting.
ENSURE that the power pack is fully charge before the work
commences.
DO NOT attempt repairs. Contact the Hire Company.

